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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 24 Oct 2015 0:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual place

The Lady:

Brit, nice friendly manner, very pretty in a girl next door sort of way, mid 20s, slim, long thick dark
hair, small - medium sized breasts, fully shaved between the legs.

The Story:

Strange punt this one.

I arrived on the dot of the appointed time but was told by the maid that Jenna might be a few
minutes longer as she needed to freshen up. Jenna entered the room 10 minutes later apologising
profusely for being late saying that she had been very busy that day and desperately needed a
coffee. She formally introduced herself by offering to shake my hand and this quickly became a kiss
on the lips which became LFK and which became DFK in rapid succession. And she DFK'd
beautifully.

She seemed very enthusiastic and I recall thinking a few times in the early stage that she must have
been Milton Keynes's best kept secret. Her eagerness knew no bounds as she pushed me onto the
bed and frantically gave me owo. Her technique was excellent and I had to slow her down by
initiating more DFK on a few occasions and also FJ and RO to prevent a premature conclusion. But
she soon accelerated the pace again until I was pushed past the point of no return and gave up
trying to hold back.

She made pleasant conversation as we dressed and I left the apartment 20 minutes after I'd arrived
feeling seriously short changed. The action itself lasted 10 minutes at the most and it could have
been a bit quicker had I not made efforts to slow things down. But what she did within that short
time was truly excellent so it would be harsh not to recommend but with the caveat that others need
to be prepared to be more assertive to ensure that they get the time they paid for.  
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